
HOW DO WE KNOW THE DISTANCES TO 
STARS AND GALAXIES? 



How can we measure how far a thunder storm is from us? 

What do we need to know? 

A VERY BIG TAPE MEASURE?! 



HOW CAN WE MEASURE HOW FAR A THUNDER STORM IS FROM US? 
If I see a lightning flash then the thunder 5 seconds later, how far 
away was the lightning? (Speed of sound is 330m/s in air, speed of 
light is 300 000 000 m/s) 



If we can detect an echo of a wave reflecting off an object and we 
know the wave speed, we can calculate the distance. In space we 
need to use electromagnetic waves like laser light or radio pulses 
(e.g. radar) 

ECHOES 

Big Bang Theory episode: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-e5CtbbZL-k 



The nearest star is just over 4 light years away. What are the 
problems in trying to fire a laser or radar pulse and then try to 
receive a reflection (echo) to work out the star’s distance? 

We need another method!! 

Introducing …………. Parallax 

ECHOES 



SO WHAT IS GOING ON? 
TIME TO USE THE 3D GLASSES!



NORTH RAY CRATER, APOLLO 16 



COMET 67P 



CHASMS ON MARS 



HIRISE PHOTOS OF MARS https://www.uahirise.org/anaglyph/ 



So why are you seeing 3D? 

It’s all to do with Trigonometry !! 

For nearby objects (a few metres), the distance 
between your eyes can provide 2 angles that 
are different enough for your brain to perceive 
3D and estimate distances. 

PARALLAX 



However, for Stars we need a much bigger distance than 
the distance between your eyes!! 

PARALLAX 



http://geckzilla.com/astro/ngc6522jiggle.gif 





Demo time!! 

PARALLAX 



Parallax needs instruments to measure extremely small angles (less 
than 1 arc second or 1/3600 of a degree) so there is a limit. On 
Earth, this limit is about 0.01 arcsec due to atmospheric dispersion 
(‘wobble’). This is about 320 light years (100 Parsecs). Satellites (e.g. 
Hipparcos) can measure to about 0.004 arcsec (250 Parsecs or about 
800 light years). Gaia has been surveying our galaxy measuring 
angles as small as 20 - 40 microarcsecs (better than 1/10 000 of an 
arc sec!!) representing distances of tens of thousands of light years. 

(Note 1 Parsec = 1/parallax angle in arcsecs) 

To go further Astronomers use the idea of STANDARD CANDLES. If 
you know the absolute brightness of a star then measuring it’s 
apparent brightness (i.e. how bright it actually looks like from Earth) 
allows you to estimate it’s distance. 

Demo time!! 

STANDARD CANDLES 



So, if you know a star is 500 light years away from a 
parallax measurement and another star you know has the 
same absolute brightness but looks 16x less bright how 
far away is it? 

 (Hint: remember that brightness follows an ‘inverse 
square’ law with distance) 

STANDARD CANDLES 



BUT, how on earth do we know what the absolute 
brightness of stars are or that two stars are the same 
absolute brightness even though one looks fainter?? 

Introducing CEPHEID Variables! 

STANDARD CANDLES 



Cepheid variables are a special type of variable star that 
varies in brightness depending on it’s absolute brightness 
(‘Luminosity’) 

STANDARD CANDLES 



Studied by Henrietta Leavitt, Cepheid Variable stars unlocked the scale of our 
Universe. By seeing Cepheid Variable stars in the Andromeda Galaxy using 
the 100 inch Mount Wilson telescope, Edwin Hubble used them to estimate 
the distance to Andromeda and realised many of the fuzzy patches in the sky 
were separate ‘island universes’ a very long way away! 

STANDARD CANDLES 



Here is a picture of the Andromeda Galaxy alongside what 
we think our galaxy probably looks like. These island 
Universes are separated by vast distances! 

STANDARD CANDLES 



BUT! Cepheid variables become more difficult to see in 
galaxies further away so how else can we determine 
distances of more remote galaxies? 

Type 1a Supernovae 

Blue stars of a certain type are hotter and brighter than 
red stars of the same type 

Red Shift - Hubble’s Law and an expanding universe 

STANDARD CANDLES 



Type 1a supernovae all have the same absolute brightness 
as they all explode after reaching the same mass achieved 
by attracting material from a very close neighbour star. 

Spot a type 1a supernovae, measure it’s apparent 
brightness and you work out it’s distance by knowing it’s 
absolute brightness. 

STANDARD CANDLES 



Spot the supernova! 

STANDARD CANDLES 



In 1929, Edwin Hubble and others used red shift data to 
plot recession (moving away) speeds of 24 galaxies 
against distance (as determined by Cepheid variables). It 
produced an approximately straight line showing that the 
further away a galaxy is, the faster it is going away from us. 

Bingo! 

If we can measure the recession speed of a galaxy from it’s 
red shift, we know it’s distance! 

RED SHIFT 



The straight line has become known as Hubble’s Law. The 
mathematicians among you will see that you can write this as 
recession velocity = constant x distance. 

The constant is known as Hubble’s constant (Ho). The graph also 
tells us that the Universe is expanding and therefore it must 
have been together some time ago (the ‘Big Bang’). 1/Ho 
actually gives us an estimate for our Universe’s age (about 13.8 
Billion years) 

RED SHIFT 



But what is Red Shift and how do we measure it? 

Demo time!! (The Doppler Effect) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4OnBYrbCjY 

RED SHIFT 



So we know that wavelengths of light emitted by an object 
(e.g. from stars in a galaxy) become longer the faster it is 
receding from us (Doppler effect). We can measure these 
shifts of wavelength by looking at the spectrum of light 
from a star or galaxy. Demo time - diffraction gratings. 

RED SHIFT 



Waves will bend around edges and spread out through small gaps. 
The amount they bend depends on wavelength; red light waves 
bend more than blue so white light beam of waves gets split into 
it’s component colours. It’s Physics! 

DIFFRACTION 



If the absorption lines of e.g. hydrogen from a distant 
galaxy are ‘not in the right place’ compared to the 
spectrum from hydrogen on Earth then the amount they 
are shifted to the red end of the spectrum (hence ‘red 
shift’) can be used to determine the recession velocity! 

RED SHIFT 



The ratio of the wavelength ‘stretch’ to the original 
wavelength (called ‘z’ the red shift) equals the ratio of the 
recession velocity to the speed of light (can be proved by 
simple diagram!). 

Measure the amount of wavelength shift/stretch divided 
by the wavelength x velocity of light and you know the 
recession velocity! Simples! 

RED SHIFT 



Isn’t it amazing that by looking at light from a distant 
galaxy closely we can measure red shift, calculate the 
recessional velocity then using ‘Hubble’s Law’ (straight line 
graph) estimate it’s distance!! 

RED SHIFT 



In the last 100 years we have gone from thinking we live in a 
relatively small island universe to realising we are in an 
unimaginably large expanding Universe. We know this by the 
dedication of scientists and engineers like Henrietta Leavitt and 
Edwin Hubble. By using knowledge of maths and physics and 
using our engineering skills to build bigger and better telescopes 
we have truly widened our horizons and posed ourselves yet more 
questions that the scientific method continues to try and answer: 

Do we live in a ‘multiverse'? 

Dark matter 

Dark energy 

SUMMARY 



QUESTIONS!! 


